Safety Notes

Your fur accessory is a high quality Silver Cross product. This product conforms to applicable safety standards of EN 71-1:2011+A2:2013; EN 71-2:2011; EN 71-3:2013+A3:2018 and with correct use and maintenance should give good service. If however you should have any problems with your fur accessory, please contact your Silver Cross retailer who will take appropriate action.

Great care should be taken whenever fitting or removing your fur accessory, as your pram can easily be scratched or marked.

It may be unsafe to fit accessories or spare parts other than those supplied or recommended by Silver Cross.

WARNINGS:
NOT SUITABLE FOR CHILDREN UNDER 36 MONTHS DUE TO SMALL PARTS.
REMOVE ALL PACKAGING AND TIES BEFORE USE.
THE SAFETY OF THE CHILD IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY.
CHECK TOYS REGULARLY FOR SIGNS OF DAMAGE DURING USE AND DISCONTINUE USE IF FOUND.
ADULT ASSEMBLY REQUIRED.

Care and Maintenance

Sponge clean only, do not immerse the fur accessory in water. Dry naturally.
Do not bleach or tumble dry.

Guarantee

All Silver Cross products are guaranteed for a period of twelve months against faulty workmanship.

Please read these instructions carefully before using your new fur accessory and keep for future reference.
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Your child’s safety may be affected if you do not follow these instructions. Please remember the safety of your child is your responsibility.

Your fur accessory is a high quality Silver Cross product that meets current British safety standards. Care and regular light maintenance will ensure the fur accessory lasts for years.

**Fitting your fur accessory**

To attach your fur accessory, firstly ensure that the hood on the pram is in the upright position.

1.1 Open the elastic loop on the fur accessory.

1.2 Carefully wrap this around the lower rose wing nut.

1.3 Stretch the fur accessory across and around the hood edge.

1.4 Open the second elastic loop on the fur accessory.

1.5 Pulling taught, carefully wrap the second elastic loop around the other lower rose wing nut.

1.6 Your fur accessory is now fitted.

**Removing your fur accessory**

To remove your fur accessory, please reverse the order of the instructions above.